cardinal sequence of X by CS(X) = (| Ip(X) |: (3 < ht{X)). All the spaces we consider are Hausdorff. By an LCS-space we mean a locally compact, Hausdorff, scattered space. Note that if X is an LCS-space with cardinal sequence 9 and X is not compact, then the one-point compactification of X has also cardinal sequence 9. If a > 0 is an ordinal and X is an LCSspace, we say that X is an (cu, a)-space if CS(X) = 9 where 9 is the sequence {k¡3 : P < a) with Kp = u¡ for every 0 < a. An LCS-space X is called thin-tall, if X is an (u, ui)-space. It was proved by Rajagopalan and, independently, by Juhász and Weiss that there exists a thin-tall space. In [3] , it was even proved by Juhász and Weiss that for every ordinal a such that 0 < a < u>2, there exists an (u, a)-space. However, it is known that the existence of an (cj,CU2)-space is independent of the axioms of Set Theory (see [1] ). On the other harid, it was proved by Dow and Simón in [2] that there are 2Ul ( as many as possible ) pairwise non-homeomorphic thin-tall spaces. From the proof of this result we can infer _by using a standard argument that for every ordinal a such that uq < a < üj2, there are also 2Ul pairwise nonhomeomorphic (u, ct)-spaces. The aim of this paper is then to prove that if a is an ordinal with uq < a < lü2 and 9 = (k^: f < a) is a sequence of cardinals such that either = u or = U\ for every £ < ct, then there are ,2Ul pairwise non-homeomorphic LCS-spaces whose cardinal sequence is 9.
This paper is divided in two sections. In the first one, we consider the case of cardinal sequences of length uq. In the second section, we first prove that for every ordinal a < cu2 and every cardinal sequence 9 = (k^: £ < a) where G {usuq} for each £ < a, there is an LCS-space with cardinal sequence 9, and then we prove that the construction given in Section 1 can be generalized to any uncountable ordinal < u2.
We (3) For every x G X there is a neighbourhood U of x such that U\ {x} C U{Cn : n < u}. Lemma 1 If X and Y are admissible 9-spaces and f : X -» Y is a homeomorphism, then for every k < u¡ there are an n < u> and a £ < un such that /"(c*nx«) = cnny«.
Proof. It is clear that for every x G X, if x G Ip(X) then f(x) G Ip{Y).
We consider u>i with the order topology. Then, if N C u\ we write N' = {^< o;i :^is an accumulation point of N}. Let S be the stationary subset associated to C* in X. We have that /"(C*) \ \j{Cn : n < w} is countable. To check this point, note that otherwise if we put N = {£ < uq : (£, ¿u) G f"{Ck) \ U{Cn : n < u} for some pL < uq}, then there is a p G S D N'. Now, by using (*)(3), we infer that no point of Y can be the image under / of the point (p, k). On the other hand, if for k < u there are m,n < lo with m n such that Cm fl f"(Ck) and Cn D f"(Ck) are uncountable, then if we put M = {C < ui : (C,m) G f"{Ck)} and N = {C < wi : (C,n) G f"(Ck)j, we have that there is a p G S fl M' fl N'.' Now, we would infer from (*) (1) (2) X¿ is an LCS-space such that I^(X^) = X^for every ¿í < £.
(3) For every n < lo, Cn n X$ is a closed subset of X$. (4) If £ is limit and £ <G S, then for every n < lo and every neighbourhood U of (£, n) there is a £ < £ such that {(p, n) : ( < p < £} C U:
(5) If £ is limit and £^5, then for each n < lo there is a neighbourhood U of (£, n) such that U nCn = {(£, n)}.
(6) For every there is a neighbourhood U of x such that U\ {a;} C U{Cn ' ■ n <U)}. (3) in such a way that {Un : n < u} is a partition of Z. For each n < u, put vn = (//, n) and then consider the neighbourhood Vn chosen for vn. Let {tn : n < u} be an enumeration of {£} x Let {an : n < w} be a decomposition of u. For n < u, we define a basic neighbourhood of tn in X$ as a set of the form {tn} UU{Lfc : k G an\m} where m<u. Now suppose that £ is a limit ordinal. If £^S, we can construct 2Q by means of an argument similar to the one given in the suceessor case. So, we assume that £ G S. Let Z be the direct unión of {XM : y < £}. The underlying set of 2Q is Z U ({£} x £). If x G Z, a basic neighbourhood of x in X,c is a basic neighbourhood of x in Z. As above, for every n < u; we choose a neighbourhood Un of some yn in Z verifying (+)(1) - (3) in such a way that {Un : n < u} is a partition of Z. Put Y = {yn : n < u}. For every n < u¡, put tn = (£,n). Let {t'n : n < tu} be an enumeration of the set {(£,£) : u < C < C}-Fix n < u>. Our purpose is to define a neighbourhood basis of tn. By using (+)(2), it is easy to check that for every ( < F fl {(fí,n) : £ < A* < £} is infinite. Set Y fl Cn = {vm : m < tu}.
For each m < tu, let Vm be the neighbourhood chosen for vm. We put Wn = U{Kn : m < tu}. Note that there is a £ < £ such that {(/¿, n) : £ < ¡u, < £} C Wn. Then, we define a basic neighbourhood of tn as a set of the form {tn} U U{Kn : m > k} where k < tu. Note that {Wn : n < tu} is pairwise disjoint. To define a neighbourhood basis of a point t'n, we consider a sequence of ordinals (£n : n < tu) converging to £ in a strictly increasing way and then, for each k < u, we choose uk G Y Pl Ck D Zífc. Now, for k < u, consider the neighbourhood Vk chosen for uk ( as an element of Y). Note that Vk C Wk for each k < u. Let {an : n < u} be a decomposition of u>.
Fix n < uj. Then, we define a basic neighbourhood of t'n as a set of the form {t'n} U U{Kíi ■ m e an\k} where k < u. Then, there is an LCS-space X such that CS(X) = 9.
In the proof of Theorem 3 we will extend the argument given by Juhász H(X, T) of underlying set X U T such that H(X, T) is an LCS-space with ht(H(X,T)) = 0+1, I¿H(X,T)) = I¿X) for £ < 0 , I0{H{X,T)) = T and b+ i(H(X,T)) = 0. First we assume that 0 = 7 + 1 is a successor ordinal. (1) The underlying set of X^is U{X^: (3 < • (2) X£ is a cr-compact LCS-space such that = I¡3{X¿) for each (3 < and X¡a) = /a?+1(^). For each n < cu, we put yn = (au,n) and xn = (a,n). For each n < cu we can choose a compact open neighbourhood Un of yn in Y in such a way that {Un : n < cu} is a discrete family. Let {an : n < cu} be a decomposition of cu.
Then we define for each n < cu, the canonical neighbourhood of xn in Xw by = {£"} UU{¿4 : k G an}. Now, for every n < cu, we define a basic neighbourhood of xn in X^as a set of the form \ C where C C Wg> \ {Xn} is a compact open subset of Y. Now we assume £ = y + 1 with cu < y, < u\. In order to construct X$ we definé for each C < y a cr-compact LCS-space Y^such that ht(Y¿) -+ 2, Ip{Y¿) = {/3} x $ if ¡3 G {ap : p < OJpiYc) = k(Xn) otherwise.
First we fix an enumeration {xn : n < cu} of {c*} x p. In order to define (3 < 77, then there is no LCS-space X such that CS(X) = 9. To check this point, assume on the contrary that there is an LCS-space X with CS(X) = 9.
For every x G Xa consider a clopen neighbourhood Ux of x. Now, we put ax = Ux íl Ia(X). Since we are assuming that if 7 is the ordinal such that x G /7(X) then Ux fl X1 = {x}, we have that x^y implies ax^ay. Henee, we can identify every point of Xa with a subset of Ia(X). Also, it was proved by Baumgartner in [1] that if it is consistent that there exists an inaccessible cardinal, then it is consistent with 2" = tu2 that there is no LCS-space with cardinal sequence 9 = (k^: £ < cui) where = uq for each £ < u\ and «Li = cu2. On the other hand, Juhász has pointed out that in a collaboration with Weiss, they have proved that if 9 = (k$ : £ < tuj) is a sequence of cardinals such that /í^< 2U for each £ < u\, then there is an LCS-space X such that CS(X) = 9.
Next, combining the arguments given in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 we can show the following result, whose proof is left to the reader.
As above, we write Cn = ui x {n} for n < u.
Lemma 2 Suppose that 9 = (k$ :■ £ < u\) is a sequence of cardtnals such that k¡: G {u,ui} for every f < u\ and kUi = uq. Then, there is an LCSspace X with I$(X) = {£} x for f < oq and IUI1+Í(X) = 0 such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) For every x G X\I^{X) and every n < u there is a neighbourhood U of x such that (U \ {x}) D Cn = 0.
(2) For every x G X there is a neighbourhood U of x such that U \ {x} C U{Cn ■ n <u}. Now, we can prove the main result.
Theorem 4 Let a be an ordinal such that uq < a < uq. ' Let Z be an LCS-space of cardinal sequence r* which verifies the conditions of Lemma 2. We may assume that for every £ < 2Wl, the underlying sets of Z and Z$ are disjoint. Then, we define Z'^as the topological sum of Z and Z$. By using the argument given in Lemma 1, it is now easy to check that the spaces Z^are pairwise non-homeomorphic LCS-spaces with cardinal sequence 9. H
